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Abstract
Here we introduce Aerotak: A system for audio analysis and
perception enhancement that allows speech perceivers to listen
with their skin. The current system extracts unvoiced portions
of an audio signal representative of turbulent air-flow in speech.
It stores the audio signal in the left channel of a stereo audio
output, and the air flow signal is stored in the right channel.
The stored audio is used to drive a conversion unit that splits
the left audio channel into a headphone out (to both ears) and
right channel air pump drive signal to a piezoelectric pump that
is mounted to the headphones. We have shown, using two-way
forced-choice experiments, that the system enhances perception
of voiceless stops and voiceless fricatives in noise such that 1
out of every 4 such words that would otherwise be missed will
be heard correctly. We are currently conducting experiments
on word identification while listening to a short-story, and are
completing a stand-alone version of the Aerotak that works with
real-time audio and from an embedded system. The short-story
research and real-time system will be complete for InterSpeech
2014.
Index Terms: speech perception, aero-tactile integration, em-
bodiment theory, audio perception enhancement

1. Introduction
Aerotak is the practical application of research showing that air
puffs touching the skin help with speech perception, much as vi-
sual information does. If you put your hand in front of your face
and say ba, you will not feel much, but if you say pa, you will
feel a small puff of air - aspiration. Gick and Derrick exploited
this difference to discover that mechanically produced air-puffs,
similar to this aspiration, aligned with the speech signal and di-
rected at the skin near the hand, neck [1], or ankle [2, 3] helped
enhance perception of syllables beginning with aspirated stops
(‘pa, ‘ta). This enhancement occurs if the air-puff occurs from
as early as 50 milliseconds (ms) before and as much as 200 ms
after the related acoustic signal [4].

But in all these experiments, the aero-tactile stimuli tim-
ing and strength was generated during post-processing, by hand,
and based on researcher knowledge of air-flow produced from
the lips during speech [5]. In order to use aero-tactile stimula-
tion to help with real-world speech perception enhancement, it
was necessary to extract air flow information from an audio sig-
nal directly. Fortunately, aperiodic information in the audio sig-
nal correlates reasonably well with turbulent air-flow released
from the lips during speech. Techniques have been developed
over the years to extract aperiodic information from an audio
signal to varying degrees of accuracy [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. How-
ever, these were never intended to be used to convert audio in-

formation to air flow information, so we needed to design and
build a new system for this purpose - Aerotak:

2. Current system

Figure 1: Aerotak: Speech perception enhancement hardware
proof-of-concept

The current version of Aerotak takes a recorded audio
source and extracts a signal representing turbulent air-flow from
the lips during speech. The air-flow signal is passed to an air-
flow controller that drives an air-flow source directed to the skin
of the neck. This System for audio analysis and perception en-
hancement is currently under US patent submission [12].

The current system embodiment uses Octave [13] or Matlab
to extract unvoiced portions of an audio signal, storing the audio
signal in the left channel of a stereo audio output, and the air
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flow signal in the right channel. The current system uses stored
audio is used to drive a conversion unit that splits the audio into
a headphone out (to both ears) and air pump drive signal to a
Murata MZB1001T02 piezoelectric pump that is mounted to a
set of Panasonic RP-HT265 headphones, as seen in Figure 1.

This extraction of turbulent air-flow information from audio
is performed by a classifier that uses both zero-crossing rate and
instantaneous frequency information computed from the audio.
The Instantaneous frequency is computed using the direct en-
ergy separation algorithm (DESA) 1a algorithm [7]. DESA al-
gorithms use both Teager’s energy [6] and differential Teager’s
energy as input. These energy measures take into account the
physics of speech production, assigning a heavier weighting to
high-frequency utterances versus lower frequency ones. The
production of turbulent airflow produces high-frequency, and
therefore energetic, components, making this a relevant mea-
sure to help separate turbulent airflow information from the re-
mainder of speech sound.

The audio zero-crossing rate is the second indicator used.
It is a simple measure that differentiates sound generated from
fundamental frequencies from sound generated by turbulent air-
flow. Strong periodic sound has relatively few zero-crossings
per unit of time compared to noise, such as environmental noise
and unvoiced portions of speech, which each also have distinct
levels from each other. When strong periodic signals are present
in the audio, they move the noise in the signal away from the
zero base line so that it “rides” the fundamental frequency, re-
sulting in significantly fewer zero-crossings per unit of time.

With these inputs, the classifier uses threshold operations to
select the unvoiced portions of the audio signal. This resulting
control signal is used to gate a signal that appropriately matches
the envelope of the unvoiced portions of the audio. We find
using a moving-average-filtered Teager’s energy, when scaled
by a natural logarithm, provides a suitable base for the gating
operation to generate the air pump control signal.

The various inputs for the classifier are also filtered using
a moving-average filter, and the final output from the classi-
fier is processed with a median filter to prevent spurious spikes
from interfering with the air pump drive signal, and therefore
the smooth operation of the air pump.

3. Next version
We are currently developing an embodiment of Aerotak that
will accept an audio input from microphone or external audio
signal and process it in real-time on an Arduino Due board,
along with improvements to the classifier code. This revised
system will be presented at the show-and-tell at InterSpeech
2014.

The purpose of this system is to provide a prototype of
aero-tactile audio enhancement that can be integrated into em-
bodiments for headphones, emergency radios, hearing aids, and
smartphones, as well as any audio device that may be used for
audio speech communication. We have already demonstrated
that Aerotak can enhance the perception, not just of voiceless
stops, but also voiceless fricatives in two forced-choice exper-
iments [14]. We are currently testing in short-storey experi-
ments. Participants listen to a short story presented in blocks of
1-5 sentences and are asked to identify which of two words was
used in a sentence context, comparing identification of minimal
pairs contrasting ‘p’ vs ‘b’, (voiced vs. voiceless stops) ‘b’ vs
‘f’ (voiced stops vs. voiceless fricatives), and ‘p’ vs. ‘f’ (voice-
less stops vs. voiceless fricatives) in noisy environments (0 DB
signal-to-noise ratio). This experiment is designed to test aero-

tactile enhancement to speech perception in real-world listen-
ing conditions using a real-world task - understanding speech in
sentences. This experiment will be conducted with normal and
hard-of-hearing participants, and pilot results have been promis-
ing.
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